Esthetic templates for complex restorative cases: rationale and management.
Complex restorative cases require difficult clinical decisions regarding the final esthetic outcome in which the operator must visualize the definitive restorative position of the teeth. These critical decisions need to be made before treatment is rendered. Communicating these decisions to the patient and the treatment team are crucial prior to achieving clinical success. The esthetic template is the conduit for providing excellent communication. The selection of the appropriate esthetic template is based on four sequential decisions: (1) dentofacial analysis, (2) blueprint development, (3) matrix management, and (4) template application. When utilizing an esthetic template, the clinician must know where the teeth should be placed based on a dentofacial analysis. The dentofacial analysis must then be communicated to the laboratory, and then a blueprint is developed from the diagnostic casts. A matrix is then fabricated from the blueprint and then related back to the existing dentition. The esthetic template is an invaluable communicator that can be utilized in office, with the patient at home, or even within the multidisciplinary treatment team. Clearly, the effective use of esthetic templates demonstrates a reversible way to visualize difficult esthetic decisions before any irreversible procedures are completed. Esthetic templates are a physical means of communication that provide the patient, technician, and multidisciplinary team an instrument to predictably manage complex restorative cases. The purpose of this article is to present a rationale for esthetic template selection and management of several techniques for complex restorative cases. Complex restorative cases require difficult clinical decisions regarding the final esthetic outcome in which the operator must visualize the definitive restorative position of the teeth. The use of an esthetic template commensurate with a rationale for selection enables the operator, patient, and entire interdisciplinary team to visualize the final esthetic outcome.